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"Splittingalotta Firewood" asks (the good screen names continue): 

 

I appreciate all your words and find that anticipation of the future and the ongoing Shift is not as 

scary now as it was just a year ago. Thank you. 

A: You're welcome and this is the idea. 

 

Question continued: Can you please continue to discuss how FDIC and the Brokerage version 

of this... (I can't recall all the chicken soup of letters, but I think it is SIPC....) will withstand the 

times to come? I continue to look for ways to make my little 401K accessible and safer from the 

future banking and stock market breakdown, without withdrawing all of it, paying the taxes, and 

then burying it coffee can in the yard.  

 

A: For readers unfamiliar with the terms the questioner uses ―more likely if you're outside 

the USA― the FDIC (F ederal D eposit I nsurance C orporation) protects customer money 

deposited in a failed bank. The "brokerage" version of this means stock or share brokerages and 

indeed it's the S ecurities I nvestor Protection C orporation.  Cash is protected once a bank is 

declared insolvent, but for the SIPC the value of investments (shares, bonds for example) is NOT 

protected, only funds held by the broker.    

 

The question is about tax deferred money saved then withdrawn before a certain age. Extra tax is 

subtracted first and sent to the "gubmint" before the investor saver gets what's left. After the age 

limit, money taken out is taxed normally.  

 

The reader is asking for investment advice. Several professional financial services licenses plus a 

professional credential in a large financial sector warn me such advice I should not thus cannot 

give.  Market, economic and social changes both driving and driven by each other, that I can 

discuss all day long. Anyone can prognosticate about trends and should, but personal specific 

advice is another matter. "Watch out, a new virus is spreading, take preventive Vitamin C" is one 

thing; a specific patient sick with specific questions or symptoms requiring treatment, that's quite 

another.   Yes, I have asked The Committee to offer medical advice, but if it didn't work, the 

questioner would be in the same condition. If somebody asked me to ask The Committee how to 

avoid dying shortly after suffering a cardiac infarction, I'd get them a emergency room physician.  

 

Here is the general advice I can offer for this question. Coming economic changes are not going 

to occur in one week or day, the economic landscape forever altered beginning immediately 

afterwards. It will not be a massive volcanic eruption, tsunami or earthquake affecting a large 

area. Economic changes will be step-by-step, and a few of the ups & downs will seem steep 

when scaled or descended, because they will be unanticipated. The recent coronavirus world 

overreaction is an excellent example. Back away to examine the road, route and destination, not 

just the last few potholes or bumps. 

 



The desire to maintain purchasing capacity is a two sided coin; availability & supply are the 

other side of it, equally if not more important than money & amounts. Both will see changes; 

when supply drops quickly, inflation becomes part of the process. Recent examples include 

Venezuela. 

 

When economies turn down, cool off or "slow up", central banks and monetary authorities 

attempt to add more oil to the economic machine, in other words money. Fuel cannot be added or 

consumed by the monetary authority. How bananas can and will you eat, even if a ton of them is 

delivered to your door? For a brief interlude, freshly added oil can provide a boost but banana 

growers and eaters will pick, deliver and eat the way they always have, no matter how many 

banana vouchers the "gubmint" hands out. The problem in the real world is, these government 

coupons called "money", the "national currency", are valuable for one reason ONLY; faith & 

belief in your fellow wo/man.  

 

When less crude oil is available and prices soar like hawks riding updrafts, many products will 

become expensive, scarce or disappear, the coin spinning as a result, both sides of it affected. 

What is not for sale cannot be bought.   

 

Suppliers of oil & gasoline with permanently increasing consumption, react when sales level off. 

Selling the same amounts this time as delivered last month/quarter/year means how will 

competitors react? Taking this a step farther; what happens when the product can no longer be 

supplied in the same amounts, following an excess or outright glut? This is the recent and current 

condition. When supply suddenly drops well below demand, after a sustained interval where 

supply was ample, prices are going to fluctuate. Sellers will probably like that, buyers will not.  

 

Money added to the economy, unlike oil into huge machinery, does not percolate evenly and 

predictably into every corner of the economy, at a rate and pace most economic participants 

prefer. Economists who specialize in econometrics (measurements and forecasts of & for banana 

production and delivery) have gotten very good at forecasting, for many decades now, especially 

in certain sectors. Alan Greenspan, former Chairman of the US Federal Reserve, did this with 

good success for clients early in his career as an economist. 

    

The economies of the world are going where no wo/man has gone before. Economic forecasting 

will not accurately predict. Specific investment advice for a specific person or situation, will 

likewise not be valuable if built on already known experience, foundations thus expectations.  

 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =         

 

RQ: Of the 7.594 billion+ humans of Earth, is each human an incarnated soul?  

C: Yes. 

 

RQ: If not, what might be an estimate of incarnated souls as human? 

C: This question can ask several things. Estimate of which incarnated souls, all in the 

universe or a smaller group? This asks that we provide a "headcount" of souls, what would best 

in human words be called a soulcount.  This figure has no value or meaning, it speaks to a human 



illusion of separation. The connections between all of us and all of you, something you have 

temporarily buried away so deep that you cannot see it while incarnated, mean attempts to count 

them will distracts thus confuse.   

 

RQ: Lastly, if you will, are there such a thing as holographic-humans? 

C: No.  

 

RQ continued: i.e., holographic-human: a mental phantasm, or project of sorts who takes form 

as human but is not an incarnated soul. What is the what? 

C: This exists, many souls can temporarily project the image of a human, your Guardian 

Angel Guides have done it to all of you. You who read these words have seen this, even if you 

didn't recognize it and will say now we are wrong, this has never happened to you. 

 

It has. 

 

The image of a human body is not a human. We are reluctant to say this is a hologram, for the 

substance of a soul is not a hologram either. A hologram to a human is a photograph to a statue.  

 

Consider a dead human body; for some time after dysfunction the body remains as dense, heavy 

and present as when a soul's presence made it a human. Does the projection of a living person 

upon a screen, from a photographic image, make the projected image the equivalent of a person?  

 

Thus no hologram human can exist. A much denser projection of what appears as but is not a 

human is common, undetected and undetectable by humans with current and accepted 

technology. You as a human will never be approached or exposed to the image of anything 

harmful, problematic or undesirable; your Guardian Angel Guides will stop such thing 

beforehand.  

 

If you wish to see the image of a soul shown to you in a form you would like, recognize and 

understand, you may ask for this and likely you will have the request granted. Your Guardian 

Angel Guides love you and know many other souls and beings love you also, and will show and 

allow all to show, if this is according to your approval. 

 

You do not remember granting this consent? Of course not, this is why you sleep. To sweep up, 

fix up, plan up and shape up things you know you would otherwise confuse, blur and erode the 

purpose of what has been designed. 

 


